Bases & Sleeves

adapter, air cylinder, aluminium base hollow, aluminium base shafted, aluminium embossing sleeve, bearing, cooling cylinder, Cylight, Ecobase, embossing sleeve steel, RFID chip, RFID service, gear, heating cylinder, porter cylinder, proROTO, proROTO Classic (sleeve expander), steel base shafted, steel base hollow
Bases & Sleeves

Your Benefits

In order to meet your requirements for increased flexibility and short turnaround times, we provide our services from several international locations. We produce various types of shafted and hollow bases as well as sleeves, which are always customized for your specific needs.

We offer individual solutions using our cylinder management and recycling processes. Our experienced team will help you optimize costs, precision and re-usability. We also use various materials and manufacturing technologies, such as aluminum bases and light weight cylinders, to improve handling and logistic processes. Ultimately, we help you protect the environment.

Applications

- Printing formes
- Embossing tools
- Deflection rollers and guide rollers
- Auxiliary equipment

Methods & Processes

- Individual preparation of drawings
- CNC milling
- Various technical procedures
- Concentricity & vibration optimization
- Quality assurance
- Manufacturer certified processes

Our Offering

- Cylinder manufacturing
- Cylinder recycling
- Cylinder management
- Cylinder equipment
- Technical drawing
- Lightweight solutions

Contact

Oguz Yalikli
Product Manager Bases & Sleeves
oguz.yalikli@janoschka.com